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“OH. Don’t let the camera bother you! We
videotape everything we do in order to argue
about it later with more precision!”
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• How this information can
help you
• Who I am and a little about
my company
• The do’s and don’ts of
depositions in and out of
the courtroom
• Conclusion
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The witness had been doing so well
at his deposition when suddenly…
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• You will have an advantage
in the courtroom
• More efficient with your
time, helping the team to
focus on the big picture
• Maximize efficiency and
therefore save money
throughout the case
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• My business partner Nancy Rose and
I have been in the litigation industry
30+ years
• Over the last 3 years we have
Average 15 trials per year
• Our Average trial is around 2 weeks
• We are in the courtroom more or
less 200 days out of each year
• We have been in involved in several
hundreds of trials over the years,
whether it is trial support or graphic
design or depo editing
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